


A complete range of professional products used

to safely enhance, correct and marque the brows

leaving all brow designs looking natural, flawless

and durable. 

 

Mancine Professional are committed to purity

and high quality when carefully selecting

ingredients. With the commitment combined

with extensive knowledge, research and testing

performed across the board of product ranges,

Mancine Professional has captivated and fulfilled

the needs of beauty professionals across the

globe. 

 

By following these standards Mancine

Professional have yet again delivered a superior

range of products, LE MARQUE Professional Brow

Design System  - like none other on the market! 

 

The system consists of 5 natural shades of henna

derived from the native plant of India, Lawsonia

Inermis. A simple and easy to use system where

all you need to add is water! 

 

LE MARQUE Henna can last up to 5 weeks

provided the user has followed all steps and

procedures with the complete LE MARQUE

Professional Brow Design System. 

 

Start making your marque

GET  SOC IAL •

Professional Brow Design System

LE  MARQUE •

Like and Follow LE MARQUE•  on Facebook and

instagram for all updates, events and your brow art

to be featured on both pages. Make sure to tag

#mylemarquebrowdesign and @le.marque.au 



What you will need...

BROW  DES IGN •

Le Marque Contour Hot Wax by Mancine Professional

offers superior grip to gently and effectively remove

the shortest, stubborn and finest hairs most

commonly found on the brow area. Using the newest

technology of natural and mineral based resins

combined, this wax offers the best of both worlds!

Give your clients peace of mind with guaranteed

elimination of tweezing!  

Le Marque Contour wax is the perfect match for

defining and precisely shaping 'All Walks of Brows'.  

The ease of pliability and the smoothest glide go

hand-in-hand to fulfil every Brow Artists dream for

precision while contouring!  

You will also need cotton rounds, cotton tips, water

dropper, a dappen dish topped with water,

measuring cup and henna spoon.

LE MARQUE• Complete Henna Starter Kit: 

Five shades of Henna 

Brow Cleanser 50ml 

Brow Nourishing Oil 30ml 

Rose Gold Tweezers 

Rose Gold Scissors 

Dual Action Henna Brush & Brow Waxing Spatulas. 

Simple and effective results delivered by five

natural and versatile colours.  

Bring out your inner Brow Artist by mixing any of

the five colours to create a perfect blend

customised to your clients brow needs.  

LE MARQUE• Henna does not contain any harmful

ingredients such as ammonia or lead.  

All you need to add is water! 

Recommended wax & extra accessories

CONTOUR •

Available Colours...

HENNA •



to making a Le Marque...

THE  STEP  BY  STEP  GU IDE •

1.  Begin with cleansing your clients brows

and the surrounding area with Le Marque

Brow Cleanser.  

 

TIP: For longer lasting results, ensure the

skin is completely cleaned of any oils.  

 

2.  Start the consultation and check for any

contraindications. For first time Henna

clients, it is advised to perform a patch test

48 hours prior to the appointment.  

 

3.  Map your clients brows while carefully

analysing their skin and hair tones to

determine the best suited colour.  

 

TIP: Le Marque Henna can be mixed to

create a custom blend best suited to your

client.  

 

4.  Using the Henna spoon, scoop 1/2

desired Henna powder from the sachet and

place into the mixing cup. Add 4 to 7 drops

of water and mix well to form a smooth

even paste.  

 

5.  You can lighten the tone of Henna by

adding more water to create a thinner

paste or for a deeper, stronger tone, simply

add more Henna powder and mix to form a

thicker paste. 

6.  Roll the opened Henna sachet into a

tight tube and place in the bottle

provided with the cap closed tightly.   

 

TIP: From a one gram sachet of Le

Marque Henna, you can marque up to 7

sets of brows and it can also be stored for

up to 6 months after opening.  

 

7.  Brush all brow hairs into place using

the spooley end of the Dual Action

Contour Brush then utilise the angled

brush end to apply the Henna. Ensure to

use the full benefits of the brushes angle

to create precision in your brow design.  

 

8.  Press and line the product into the

skin to create a precision when shaping.

This technique also strengthens the

pigments depth in the skin.  

 

TIP: If your client has grey, unruly or

persistent hairs, you can brush the henna

through the brows using the spooley end

to effectively cover and conceal the hairs.

 

9.  For any marque errors, immediately

remove with a damp cotton tip to avoid

any unwanted stains. 

 

10.  Allow 10-20 mins for the Henna to dry

and reach the desired shade or marque.  



to making a Le Marque...

THE  STEP  BY  STEP  GU IDE •

11.  Once the desired shade is achieved,

remove the dried Henna from a small

section of the brow first by brushing the

dried paste from the hair and skin using

the spooley end of the brush.  

 

12.  Make sure to brush the Henna residue

away from your clients eyes to avoid any

irritation or discomfort.  

 

13.  Once the small section of stained hair

and skin is revealed, check to see the tone

is at the desired shade and depth. 

 

TIP: A Le Marque Henna Design should be

seen as a marque present on the brow

hairs and the skin. 

 

14.  Use the spooley brush to gently brush

away remaining henna from the hairs and

skin. Once the henna has been removed as

much as possible, use a slightly

dampened cotton round to lightly wipe

over the brows removing any excess

Henna.  

 

TIP: If there's no visible sign of excess

Henna, skip this step to avoid excessive

water use over the fresh marque.  

15.  Using the Brow Spatulas provided,

apply Mancine Professional's Le Marque

Contour hot wax to remove any unwanted

hairs from your design. 

 

16.  Begin the final touches with the Rose

Gold Tweezer, removing any hairs too

close to the brow shape to remove with

wax. Continue the contour and trim the

hairs to shape with the Rose Gold Brow

Scissors. 

 

17.  Complete the design with a luxe

massage over the brows and surrounding

skin with LE MARQUE Brow Nourishing

Oil. This carefully designed blend of

essential oils will lock in the colour to

bring longer lasting results while

nourishing and protecting the hairs. 

 

TIP:  To maximise the longevity of the

marque, advise your client to keep the

area dry for up to 24 hours. 

 

18.  Remember to show off your Le

Marque Brow Design by tagging

#mylemarquebrowdesign &

@le.marque.au in your post to be featured

on instagram! 




